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C H R I STO P H E R L E AT H E R M A N

Chinese Mortuary Ritual in Deadwood
An Analysis of Feature 17 and Mount Moriah’s Chinese Burner

The first of September 1878 was like any other day in the bustling
boomtown of Deadwood, Dakota Territory. Fortunes were made and
lost in gold-mining ventures, while structures sprouted up along the
streets as fast as building supplies could be unloaded. For a brief time,
however, the frantic activity slowed as onlookers paused to take in an
event unique in the life of the town—the first public Chinese funeral.
The ceremony conducted for Yung Set was “oriental in all its details,” reported the Black Hills Daily Times the following day. Forming a
procession, mourners and curious onlookers advanced to Deadwood’s
Mount Moriah Cemetery. A hearse led the march, followed by Chinese
men carrying long candles, staffs wrapped barbershop-pole fashion
with black-and-white strips of cloth, and white banners bearing Chinese inscriptions. The men wore white muslin robes and hats wrapped
with a strip of the same material. Each one also had a pink ribbon tied
around his left arm. So many spectators had gathered that the mourners had a difficult time reaching the burial site. Before Yung Set was
interred, each man untied the ribbon from around his arm and tossed
it into the open grave. Those wearing white robes then removed their
vestments and piled them next to the grave along with the staffs and
banners. Pieces of paper bearing Chinese characters were added to the
conglomeration, which was set on fire. Once the blaze expired, “the
grave was filled, four torches were lighted at the foot and the ceremony
was ended.”1
The residents of early Deadwood exhibited a fascination with the
customs of their Chinese neighbors, and similar accounts of Chinese
funerals and other mortuary rituals appeared in the local newspaper
1. Black Hills Daily Times, 2 Sept. 1878.
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throughout the years. Two archaeological features discovered during
excavations of Deadwood’s Chinatown between 2001 and 2004 have
given archaeologists the opportunity to learn more about Chinese mortuary rituals in Deadwood during the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. The analysis of a pit, known as Feature 17, on property on
lower Main Street, and a Chinese ceremonial burner in Mount Moriah
Cemetery have provided new insights into this aspect of the culture of
Deadwood’s historic Chinese community.
No study of Chinese mortuary rites would be complete without a
brief overview of Chinese theology. In general, Chinese religion is a
system without centralized doctrines or powerful priestly hierarchies.
Rather, it is a mosaic of beliefs drawing on traditions from Taoism,
Confucianism, and Buddhism intermixed with folklore, superstition,
and belief in otherworldly magic.2 Despite this assorted collection
2. Tong Chee-Kiong, Chinese Death Rituals in Singapore (New York: RoutledgeCurzon,
2004), p. 45.

This Chinese grave in
Mount Moriah Cemetery
was well decorated with
banners, poles, and signs
bearing Chinese inscriptions.
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of values, Chinese religion holds a core belief in regard to death. Essentially, the worlds of the living and the dead are one “homologous
whole” where individuals of both realms commune with and care for
each other. Those who fail to provide for the deceased may lose their
support and suffer earthly misfortune, while those who honor the ancestors can bring prosperity for the living.3
Most scholars of Chinese mortuary rituals agree that traditional funerals share several aspects, including publicly announcing the death,
wearing mourning clothes, ritually bathing the corpse, offering goods to
the deceased, hiring professionals to perform certain funeral rites, providing music, and, finally, removing the deceased from the community.4
Responsibility for the public notification of death falls to immediate family members, who make the community aware of a passing in
the household with displays of inconsolable grief. They don the white
clothing associated with death and mourning in China, rather than
black, as in Western society. The ritual bathing of the body with water
symbolically purchased from a nearby stream is meant to reduce the
physical and spiritual pollution that arises like an invisible cloud from
the corpse’s flesh, contaminating people and objects nearby.5
Because the dead in the other world need the same comforts as
those in the living world, the family provides offerings of food, money,
and other earthly possessions. While the dead cannot literally consume
the food, they are believed to ingest its spiritual essence. Incinerating
items likewise transforms them into an essence that the departed can
use in the afterlife.6 Finally, a variety of religious and secular specialists
are hired to participate in the funeral procession. These professionals
3. Ibid., pp. 82–83.
4. Ibid., p. 44; James L. Watson, “The Structure of Chinese Funerary Rites: Elementary
Forms, Ritual Sequence, and the Primacy of Performance,” in Death Ritual in Late Imperial and Modern China, ed. James L. Watson and Evelyn S. Rawski (Berkeley: University
of California Press, 1988), pp. 11–15; Ellen Johnston Laing and Helen Hui-ling Liu, Up in
Flames: The Ephemeral Art of Pasted-Paper Sculpture in Taiwan (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford
University Press, 2004), p. 7.
5. James L. Watson, “Funeral Specialists in Cantonese Society: Pollution, Performance,
and Social Hierarchy,” in Death Ritual in Late Imperial and Modern China, pp. 112–13, 124.
6. Tong, Chinese Death Rituals in Singapore, p. 82; Laing and Lui, Up in Flames, p. 1; Francis Hsu, Under the Ancestors’ Shadow (New York: Columbia University Press, 1948), p. 157.
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include priests, pallbearers, mourners, and marching bands. As the funeral march begins, the musicians play, hired mourners and grieving
family members wail, and priests chant.7
In Deadwood, the only Chinese individuals given elaborate funerals
were men who belonged to the order of Chinese Masons. Among the
benefits of membership in this important social and cultural organization was the guarantee of a proper funeral. As men of high social
standing, Chinese Masons were probably also more likely to have their
remains disinterred at a later date and shipped back to the homeland.8
Of the many newspaper articles written on Chinese funerals, two of
the most detailed described the ceremonies for Li How and Luke Yen,
both members of the Chinese Masons.
Li How died at the age of forty-five on 21 January 1896. He was single
and had no relatives living in the United States, but as a Chinese Mason
he received an elaborate funeral. The Black Hills Daily Times devoted
two articles to the ceremonies for Li How. The first article, of 22 January, was published before the rites actually took place and offered a
description of what readers might expect to see at a Chinese funeral.9
The event itself started on the afternoon of 23 January in front of the
Hi Kee store on lower Main Street. The assembled company, dressed in
their “richest and most gandy [sic] costumes,” placed offerings of roast
pig, rice, nuts, whiskey, and other goods before Li How’s coffin. All the
while they said prayers and sang in what the Daily Times called an “interesting if not impressive” ceremony.10
Once these rites were complete, a procession accompanied the remains of the deceased to Mount Moriah. The Deadwood Band led the
march, followed by the hearse and twenty Chinese Masons. As the parade made its way to the cemetery, incense sticks were burned to keep
evil spirits at bay. This colorful pageant attracted a curious crowd of
more than five hundred onlookers.11 At the cemetery, Li How was low7. Watson, “Structure of Chinese Funerary Rites,” p. 14.
8. Black Hills Daily Times, 2 Sept. 1878; Daniel Liestman, “The Chinese in the Black
Hills, 1876–1932,” Journal of the West 27 (January 1988): 79.
9. Black Hills Daily Times, 22 Jan. 1896.
10. Ibid., 24 Jan. 1896.
11. Ibid., 22, 24 Jan. 1896.
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Chinese mourners and European
American spectators
surround a funerary table laden with
goods in a Deadwood
street. Later, they
will form a cortege to
take the deceased,
a man of high social
rank, to Mount Moriah
Cemetery.

ered into his grave while the Chinese mourners sang chants that the
Daily Times rather arrogantly described as “hideous noises” and performed contortions “painful to look upon.” After the burial was filled
in, the clothing of the deceased was piled on top of the fresh dirt and
set on fire. Offerings of pork and rice were made, whiskey was poured
out over the grave, and the ceremony came to an end.12
Two years later, Luke Yen, a prominent member of the Chinese Masons, received a similarly lavish funeral. The ceremony took place on
1 June 1898 in front of the local Chinese temple on lower Main Street,
where mourners laid out tables of cooked pork, chicken, and rice near
the casket of the deceased. The South Deadwood Hose Band, followed
by the Chinese Masons, led the funeral procession to Mount Moriah.
Some of the men carried inscribed banners; others bore long staffs
12. Black Hills Daily Times, 22 Jan. 1896.
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wrapped in cloth of alternating colors. At the cemetery, the mourners built a fire and incinerated Luke Yen’s clothing. Once the departed
was interred, joss sticks, banners, and other paraphernalia were used to
decorate his grave.13
As the historic record shows, burning rituals were conducted at the
funerals of both Li How and Luke Yen. Li How’s clothing was burned
on top of his grave, while Luke Yen’s clothes were incinerated in a pile
next to his grave. Other than these two instances, burning rituals do not
appear in other newspaper articles on Chinese funerals in Deadwood,
and the ritual of burning the deceased’s clothing soon after death has
received little academic study.14
The disparity in the treatment of Masons and non-Masons is best
illustrated by the passing of Lee Kow, who died 17 April 1896. In an
interview for the Black Hills Daily Times, Eh Tang, a local Chinese interpreter, suggested that the deceased, a longtime Black Hills resident,
was a wealthy Mason.15 Days later, the newspaper stated that it had
been misinformed; Lee Kow was, in fact, neither affluent nor a Mason.
He was given a quiet burial with “a few countrymen” in attendance who
made “no fuss . . . at all.”16 A similar example is seen in the treatment
accorded Chew You and Ching Well, who died less than one month
apart in 1886. Reporting the first death, the Black Hills Daily Times told
its readers that the “deceased was a ‘Mason’ and will be buried by the
order with the usual pomp and ceremony.”17 The second man, however,
was “very poor” and would be buried “without ado.”18
In Deadwood’s Chinese community, individuals who died due to
unnatural causes, women, and children younger than ten years of age
13. Deadwood Weekly Pioneer-Times, 2 June 1898.
14. Hsu, Under the Ancestors’ Shadow, p. 157. For an informal account of the rituals
surrounding one death in modern China, including a burning ritual called shao yi, see
Lee A. Wood [pseud.], “A Death in China,” Bear’s Page, http://www.bearspage.info/h/ar/
d.html.
15. Black Hills Daily Times, 18 Apr. 1896.
16. Ibid., 21 Apr. 1896. Apparently the merchant Wong Fee Lee, who was also known
as “Wing Tsue,” paid for Lee Kow’s burial. See Joe Sulentic, Deadwood: The Last Chinatown (Deadwood, S.Dak.: By the Author, 1975), p. 84.
17. Ibid., 22 Aug. 1886.
18. Ibid., 12 Sept. 1886.
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were not given elaborate funerals. Instead, their remains were simply
turned over to local authorities for burial. A short paragraph in the 7
March 1879 issue of the Black Hills Daily Times describes how Sam Kee
tripped down an embankment while carrying two buckets of water on
a pole, “breaking his neck short off.” The newspaper carries no mention
of a funeral for him. Either because of the cause of death or because
of his apparently humble station, Sam Kee appears to have received a
quiet burial rather than a funeral.19
The only Chinese person in Deadwood known to have committed
suicide was Chung Yee, who took his own life in May 1914. He appears
to have suffered from mental illness; some of his countrymen believed
he was insane and gave him a nickname translating as “Cranky.” On the
evening of 4 May 1914, he secreted himself in an abandoned outhouse
behind the Hi Kee store and slit his throat. Chung Yee was quietly buried without ceremony.20
Only three women of the historic Chinese community were buried in Mount Moriah: the elderly Die Twoes, also known as “Sitting
Bull”; fifteen-year-old Oie Wong, who succumbed to tuberculosis; and
a woman known only as “China Mary,” who, on several occasions, had
been forcibly restrained by local authorities to keep from injuring herself. None of the women appear to have been given a lavish funeral.21
The prominent Chinese merchant Wong Fee Lee (commonly known
as “Wing Tsue,” for the name of his store) and his wife Hal Shek would
suffer the loss of two children, one in 1895 and another in 1899. In keeping with their traditional beliefs, the couple turned over the mortal
remains to the local undertaker for quiet burials.22
19. Ibid., 7 Mar. 1879; Record Book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association (microfilm, roll 1825, State Archives Collection, South Dakota State Historical Society, Pierre),
p. 160. See also Laing and Liu, Up in Flames, p. 9. Chinese funerals were apparently considered interesting spectacles in Deadwood, and accounts were common in the press.
When a burial is not mentioned in the contemporary news, it can be safely assumed that
the affair was not lavish.
20. Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 6, 8 May 1914.
21. Ibid., 24 June 1898, 16 Mar. 1904, 30 Jan. 1915; Record Book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association, pp. 122, 268, 278, 294.
22. Record Book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association, p. 218. For more on Wong
Fee Lee, his business, and his family, see Edith C. Wong, Eileen French, and Rose Estep
Fosha, “Deadwood’s Pioneer Merchant: Wong Fee Lee and His Wing Tsue Bazaar” in
this issue.
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Aside from funerals, the Chinese in Deadwood conducted other, less
formal rituals for the deceased. On 4 April 1882, for example, the Black
Hills Daily Times recorded what it headlined “A Strange Pagan Custom,” that is almost certainly Deadwood’s first recorded celebration
of Ching-Ming.23 The “Festival of Purity and Brightness,” a holiday for
the remembrance of the dead, occurred on a Sunday afternoon when
a group of Chinese visited Mount Moriah, taking “roast pig, chickens,
rice, fruit, confections and a number of other Chinese delicacies” to the
heads of the graves. After a ceremony that included much “bowing and
going through all manner of strange gyrations,” one man took “one of
three tiny cups of tea set in front of him, and after numerous bows and
salaams would spill a little from each one, scattering the contents from
right to left, while another would refill them, going through three motions for each cup.” Firecrackers, candles, and incense sticks were then
lighted, while baskets filled with colored paper were set on fire. “Three
women were along whose shrill voices were heard plainly above the
incantations and yells of the males,” the newspaper reported. “The affair savored more of the picnic than a funeral occasion, as laughter and
yelling reigned supreme. After all had gone through the same genuflections, the pork and other edibles were loaded on to wagons and hauled
to Chinatown where a big feast wound up the strange performance.”24
Many Chinese believe that the spiritual essence of an individual lies
within the bones, which are trapped inside polluted flesh. In order to
recover the valued bones, a family would wait several years after an
individual’s death to exhume the remains for secondary burial. Historical evidence shows that many of the Chinese buried in Mount Moriah
were disinterred and sent back to their homeland. Typically, an undertaker unearthed the remains. The Chinese would then inventory and
clean the bones, wrap them in cloth, and place them in a box for shipment back to China.25 An interview with an “intelligent Chinaman” in
23. This festival, also spelled Qingming, remains important in communities both on
mainland China and beyond. See “Qingming Festival,” Wikipedia, http://en.wikipedia
.org/wiki/Ching_ming, accessed 13 Oct. 2009.
24. Black Hills Daily Times, 4 Apr. 1882.
25. Black Hills Daily Times, 14 Nov. 1884; Black Hills Weekly Times, 12 Oct. 1895; Roberta
S. Greenwood, “Old Rituals in New Lands: Bringing the Ancestors to America,” in Sue
Fawn Chung and Priscilla Wegars, eds., Chinese American Death Rituals: Respecting the
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the 25 August 1886 edition of the Black Hills Daily Times offers an insight into this practice: “We believe we cannot afford to remain—that
is, not to have our relatives, to be lost here. It is necessary for us that we
must not remain, but go back to our own native land, and even those
who die here or in other nations must be sent back to China, and to the
family to which they belong.”26
One source suggests the Chinese occasionally disinterred their dead
without notifying local officials. In an 1883 newspaper article, the editor complained, “The attention of the sexton . . . is called to an open
grave, wherein lies the scalp, cue, and portions of decayed flesh of a
Chinaman whose bones have evidently been exhumed for the purpose
of shipment to the flowery kingdom. These almond-eyed heathens
should be taught to replace the coffin and remains in the ground and
refill it with earth.”27 The article implies that this occurrence was not an
isolated one.
The opportunity to supplement the written historical record concerning mortuary rituals among Deadwood’s Chinese came about as archaeologists began investigating remnants of Deadwood’s Chinatown
section on lower Main Street during the summer of 2001. Excavations
sponsored by the City of Deadwood and led by staff from the South
Dakota State Historical Society’s Archaeological Research Center focused on a lot at 556 and 558 Main Street. Among several dozen features
discovered at the site was an oval-shaped pit approximately three feet
in diameter and one and one-half feet deep located at the base of a hill.
Volunteer workers from the South Dakota Archaeological Society noted a large collection of bird feathers, bones, and other unusual artifacts
within the pit, which was designated “Feature 17.” Based on analysis of
the archaeological evidence, the feature was determined to have served
as a burn pit where the personal possessions of a deceased person and
the offerings of the living were deposited for use in the afterlife.
Feature 17 produced more than six thousand artifacts tightly packed
into a small space in three distinct soil layers: a thick, red-brownish,
Ancestors (Lanham, Md.: AltaMira Press, 2005), pp. 246–47; Tong, Chinese Death Rituals
in Singapore, pp. 118-19.
26. Black Hills Daily Times, 25 Aug. 1886.
27. Ibid., 9 Oct. 1883.
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silty clay on top, a layer of ashen gray soil in the middle, and a bottom layer of dark loam. The vast majority of artifacts from the first soil
layer were trash deposits unrelated to the burning ritual. Such artifacts
included dozens of window-glass shards, nails, bone fragments from
cattle, pigs, and fish, buttons, jewelry, and a variety of buckles. Other
artifacts were Chinese  ceramics—including saucers, cups, bowls, and
lids—that stand out for their beauty. The “Four Seasons” pattern was
among the decorative elements found on the artifacts, and two bowls
featured an overglaze diamond geometric pattern and a gilded Chinese character.
The remains of several American and Chinese alcohol bottles were
also found in layer one. The American bottles offer little information, with the exception of one complete base with the raised letters
“DSGC,” denoting the De Steiger Glass Company of La Salle, Illinois,
which operated from 1878 to about 1896. The Chinese bottles are of a
type commonly found in American archaeological sites. These vessels
are noted for their round globular body, short neck, and circular flared
rim and are made of coarse stoneware, coated in various glaze colors.28
Other materials found in the first layer of Feature 17 include fragments
of common flowerpots, an electric light bulb base, a jackknife handle,
and other assorted refuse. One distinctive artifact is a complete oil
lamp burner with a patent mark on the thumb screw that reads “C.H.
CHESSY PAT. JUNE 1872.”
The second layer of Feature 17 contained fewer but more interesting
items. Although many were similar to the layer one artifacts (window
glass, nails, and pieces of American beer bottles), a bone toothbrush
fragment, a heavily rusted straightedge razor, and two combs were also
discovered. One artifact that played an important role in dating Feature 17 is a complete pharmacy bottle stamped with “N E FRANKLIN
PALACE PHARMACY DEADWOOD SO DAK.” The Palace Pharmacy was a popular business incorporated in 1891 by Nathan Franklin and
James Paddock. Two years later, Paddock sold his interest to Frank28. Soda & Beer Bottles of North America, http://www.sodasandbeers.com/SABBottle
ManufBeerSoda.htm, accessed 14 Oct. 2009; Florence C. Lister and Robert H. Lister,
The Chinese of Early Tucson: Historic Archaeology from the Tucson Urban Renewal Project
(Tucson: The University of Arizona Press, 1989), pp. 78–79.
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lin, who, in turn, sold the business to another pharmacist in 1900. The
historical evidence indicates that this bottle was likely manufactured
sometime between 1893 and 1900.29
Four groups of artifacts suggest that layer two forms a boundary between the trash deposits of layer one and the burning ritual in layer
three. These artifacts include brown felt and black and brown textile
fragments, brown chicken feathers and pig hairs, charcoal, and pine
bark. Alone, the items might appear to be trash associated with the
first layer, but evidence from layer three indicates that these artifacts
were part of the ritual. Of particular interest is the pine bark that lined
the wall of the feature, over 90 percent of which was burnt.
The majority of artifacts from Feature 17 were located in layer three.
These items are divided into three groups: personal possessions, offerings for the deceased, and indications of a fire in the pit. The bulk
of the personal items are represented by Chinese clothing and opium
paraphernalia. The clothing consists of two shirts, one made of brown
felt and the other of a black textile; one-half of a large black felt vest;
and a soil-encrusted mass of black felt. All that remains of the brown
29. Black Hills Daily Times, 3 Jan. 1891, 3 May 1893; Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 27
May 1900.

This beautifully preserved patent medicine bottle, bearing the distinctive mark of
Deadwood pharmacist N. E. Franklin, helped to date Feature 17.
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shirt is a tattered sleeve with a light brown textile lining. The black
shirt includes a collar with two stitched loops, sleeves, and cuffs.
The felt vest has two parts: a left front side with five loops and green
stains from copper buttons, and a sidepiece with a long split in the
center and three button stains. Its interior is lined with a light brown
cloth. The vest is hand stitched and has the same cut marks found on
the black shirt. The mass of cloth is made of the same black felt and
brown textile as the vest; like the vest, it also has stitched felt loops.
This object is extremely stiff and fragile, making further analysis difficult, but it is likely that this mass is the rest of the vest.
Historical sources indicate that the shirts and vest are Chinese
clothing. The general attire for the Chinese was a pair of short cotton
trousers and a long tunic of cotton or felt known as a san. A san has slits
in the front and sides and long sleeves ending in wide cuffs. Stitched
on the right side seam are four or five loops that attach to toggles or
buttons to close the garment. Attire similar to the black shirt and vest
from Feature 17 is seen in an undated photograph of Wong Yeo, a Chinese resident of historic Deadwood.30
Other personal items include a Chinese opium smoking pipe and its
accessories, two Chinese tobacco water pipes, and matches. The most
common apparatus used for smoking opium by the Chinese and others
in the late nineteenth century was the yen tsiang, or pistol pipe. These
pipes have two distinct parts, a bamboo tube and a clay bowl. The tube
is approximately 16 to 24 inches long and 4 inches in circumference,
with a metal insert into which the bowl is fitted. In bowls have a 0.04to 0.12-inch smoking hole in the generally circular smoking surface on
top, which tapers into a stem that is inserted into the pipe.31
A distinctive feature of many opium bowls are stamped Chinese
characters. These characters come in two forms: negative (pressed into
the clay) and positive (in line with the surface, while the surrounding
area is depressed). The characters may also be inlaid. Frequently, they
are religious emblems, symbols for good fortune, or poetic evocations;
30. Lister and Lister, Chinese of Early Tuscon, p. 61.
31. Jerry Wylie and Richard E. Fike, “Chinese Opium Smoking Techniques and Paraphernalia,” in Hidden Heritage: Historical Archaeology of the Overseas Chinese, ed. Priscilla
Wegars (Amityville, N.Y.: Baywood Publishing Co., 1993), pp. 263–65, 268.
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Deadwood resident Wong
Yeo wears a distinctive vest
of the type later uncovered
in Feature 17. Beneath the
vest he wears a traditional
san.

they can also name the manufacturer or year in which the bowl was
produced.32
Smoking often took place in opium dens where customers could intoxicate themselves in relative comfort. The process required specialized tools, and novices sometimes used the help of an assistant. First,
the opium was removed from a can and placed on a needle. It was then
heated over a specially designed lamp until it swelled into a large bubble, turning golden brown and emitting a creamy odor. Next, the user
rolled the sticky substance across the surface of a pipe bowl, stopping
occasionally to reheat the drug. When the desired amount was applied,
32. Ibid., pp. 270–71, 295–96.
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the user held the bowl over the lamp, heating it up, and inhaled deeply.
This process was repeated until the smoker was satisfied.33
The pistol pipe and its accessories found in Feature 17 include a
bamboo pipe, six pipe bowls, a needle, glass lamp fragments, and a
metal tray. All of these items were damaged and, with the exception of
the bowls, were found wrapped inside of the clothing. The pipe stem
is made of bamboo and lined with a thick, black, sticky material, suggesting regular use. Tests have not been conducted, but this substance
is likely opium residue.
The six pipe bowls were found atop the bundled clothing. Each
was broken and found in individual piles of shards, suggesting that the
bowls had been broken in place. Most of the bowls have elaborate design patterns, inlays, or Chinese writing. The one exception is a plain
earthenware bowl with a simple engraved pattern of four parallel lines
around the side and no markings.
Two unexpected items found wrapped inside the clothing were
Chinese water pipes. While such pipes come in a variety of styles, they
frequently share a common form that consists of a box containing a
number of cylinders and compartments. One holds tweezers and cleaning tools, one is a water reservoir, and another stores tobacco. The long
pipe and mouthpiece protrude from the reservoir, as does a tube into
which the small smoking bowl is inserted.34
The two water pipes found in Feature 17 have different characteristics. One has rounded edges on the box with an ornate gilded leaf
pattern, while the other has square sides and no decoration. Both items
exhibit signs of having been deliberately damaged, with dents on the
box of the gilded pipe and many of the cylinders of both artifacts having been snapped in half, suggesting ritualistic mutilation for the burning ritual.
Artifacts consistent with offerings seen in Chinese mortuary rituals
include two Chinese coins found wrapped inside of the bundled clothing. Chinese coins are well known for the distinctive square hole in the
center and writing on the front and back. The lettering indicates that
33. Ibid., 259–60.
34. Benjamin Rapaport, A Complete Guide to Collecting Antique Pipes (Atglen, Pa.:
Schiffer Publishing Ltd., 1998), pp. 144–45.
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the coin is legal currency and names the imperial regime and the city in
which it was struck. Unfortunately, both coins are badly corroded and
unreadable. Ethnographic studies of Chinese mortuary rituals suggest,
however, that coins were used as talismans to protect the deceased
from evil spirits.35
The food items associated with offerings consist of over three thousand seeds, chicken feathers, pig hairs, and bone fragments. The seeds
came from a variety of fruits, including watermelons, plums, grapes,
blackberries, raspberries, ground cherries, pin cherries, sand cherries,
and chokecherries. In addition, there were twenty-seven seedpods
from the Asian spice cardamom. The bones represent meat from chickens, cattle, pigs, and sheep.
Strengthening the theory that Feature 17 was a ceremonial burn pit
are bone fragments from a juvenile pig. Elements of this animal include
foot and leg bones and parts of the rear and middle body found in an
articulated state at the bottom of the pit. For the Chinese, young pig
meat was a delicacy and was used in ceremonies.36 Fire in layer three
is indicated by the same charcoal and pine bark found in layer two. As
with layer two, the bark was found lining the feature wall, and over 60
percent was burnt.
Given the available evidence, is it possible to determine for whom
the ceremony was performed? Through a process of elimination employing the archaeological, historical, and ethnographic information,
three possible individuals can be identified. The first step in making
such an identification is determining when the feature was created.
The majority of the artifacts with known dates come from layer one,
but this layer is a trash fill that built up over time after the ritual. The
few datable artifacts from layer three are problematic at best, as the
35. Wendy L. Rouse, “Archaeological Excavations at Virginiatown’s Chinese Cemeteries,” in Chinese American Death Rituals: Respecting the Ancestors, ed. Sue Fawn Chung
and Priscilla Wegars (Lanham, Md.: AltaMira Press, 2005), p. 95, nn. 11, 12; Marjorie K.
Akin, “The Noncurrency Functions of Chinese Wen in America,” Historical Archaeology
26 (1992): 58.
36. Lister and Lister, The Chinese of Early Tucson: Historic Archaeology from the Tucson
Urban Renewal Project, p. 60.
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Chinese coins are unreadable and the inscriptions on the opium pipe
bowls have not been translated. Even if translated, they likely would
not be useful, as specialists have had little success developing chronologies for these artifacts.37 One artifact from layer two—the Palace Pharmacy bottle manufactured between 1893 and 1900—does suggest when
Feature 17 was created. Because layer two contains the same types of
artifacts found in layer three, it can be inferred that both layers were
created at the same time. It is therefore highly likely that Feature 17
was created for a burning ritual no earlier than 1893.
According to historical records, forty-nine Chinese men, women,
and children were interred in Mount Moriah between 1878 and 1918,
twenty-five of whom were buried after 1893. These burials included
twenty men ranging in age from thirty-five to sixty-seven, three women, and the two male infants of the Wong family. From the clothing
and personal possessions found in Feature 17 it is clear that the ritual
was not conducted for the women or children but, rather, for a man.
Further, the presence of the tobacco water pipes suggests the burning
ritual was conducted for a man of high status. Many opium smoking
pipe bowls were found throughout the Chinatown excavation, but
Feature 17 yielded the only two water pipes. The dearth of these items
in the archaeological record implies that they were valuable and not
readily discarded, and their presence here suggests that the person for
whom this ritual was conducted had high social standing.
The little that is known of the twenty Chinese men who died between 1893 and 1918 comes from their obituaries and cemetery records.
Newspapers covered the elaborate funerals given for men of high status, such as those belonging to the Chinese Masons. The funerals of
eight Chinese men who died between 1893 and 1918 were not recorded
in the newspapers, however, suggesting that the community held them
in lower regard. Of the remaining individuals, five were known members of the Chinese Masons, two of whom, Li How and Luke Yen, were
given burning rituals at their grave sites. Therefore, there are three
men for whom Feature 17 may have been created. They are Yee C. Tong
37. Wylie and Fike, “Chinese Opium Smoking Techniques and Paraphernalia,” p. 294.
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(died 1898), Tee Tong Young (died 1901), or Doon Du (died 1908), although more study is needed before any definitive conclusions can be
drawn.38
Under several layers of soil in the Chinese section of Deadwood’s
Mount Moriah Cemetery, located in the northwestern periphery on a
gentle slope overlooking the town, lay the other feature associated with
mortuary rituals discovered during the Chinatown  excavations—the
ceremonial burner.39 Such structures are found in many historic Chinese cemeteries throughout North America. Each is different in the
material it is made of—usually a combination of brick, stone, mortar,
and/or  concrete—and in its architectural form, ranging from a plain
square to a stylish hexagon.40
The one historical reference on Mount Moriah’s Chinese burner
can be found in the record book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association, which records the particulars of every person interred in the cemetery from the first burial in 1878 until well into the twentieth century.
Among the many pages of this document are notes from the annual
meetings of the Deadwood Cemetery Association held to discuss finances and other matters. “A petition came in from the Chinamen,”
reads the record of the 20 July 1908 meeting, “to build a small bee hive
shaped oven . . . for purpose of burning papers &c in their religious
ceremonies.” A lien of five years was given to the Chinese to use lots 53,
54, and 55 in Section 6 of the cemetery.41
Two undated historical photographs are the only evidence of what
the Mount Moriah Chinese burner looked like. They show two structures, one W-shaped and the other square. The W-shaped structure
38. Record Book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association, pp. 124, 208, 220.
39. The author is grateful for permission and funding from the Deadwood Historic
Preservation Commission and the Deadwood City Council to excavate the Chinese burner in the summer of 2003, as well as for the support of friend and mentor Jerry Bryant.
40. For examples of ceremonial burners, see www.uidaho.edu/special-collections
/papers/burners.htm.
41. Record Book of the Deadwood Cemetery Association, pp. 3-5, 36; “Historical Development of Mount Moriah Cemetery: Time Line Summary,” City of Deadwood, http://
www.cityofdeadwood.com/index.asp?Type=B_BASIC&SEC={A0DB4AD3-F0E9
-4EAC-8E22-995D27A3329B}&DE={0ACBC9A1-FACB-4426-AD37-C3A2448D0607},
accessed 26 Oct. 2009.
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appears to be covered with white mortar that is peeling away, revealing several tiers of brick; it is three tiers higher in the center than on
the sides. The square structure has a slanted roof and a square chimney.
Why this style rather than a beehive shape was chosen is unknown. The
burner served both religious and practical functions. On the spiritual
level, it served as a place where paper effigies of money and clothing
could be set ablaze as offerings for the deceased. In functional terms,
it was a safe location where the items could be sacrificed without the
threat of an uncontrolled fire.
Before excavation of the suspected burner site began, all that was
visible was a rectangular area covered with grayish soil. Once the thin
layer of soil was removed, a concrete structure could be seen. The few
artifacts found within the dirt were an unidentified bone and fragments from glass beer bottles. Of far more significance was a W-shaped
footprint from a brick structure cemented to the concrete. This print
matched the W-shaped structure in the two historical photographs,
confirming that this structure was indeed the burner.
The most complete artifacts left of the burner itself were its architectural features, namely the concrete foundation and several dozen

The Chinese funerary burner stands on a hillside in Mount Moriah, probably sometime
in the 1920s. The W-shaped structure in front of the burner may be an altar, similar to
those in other Chinese cemeteries.
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Today, little remains of the funerary burner but its concrete foundation pad, which
bears the footprints of the burner and its attendant altar.

bricks. The foundation is 7.8 feet square and six inches thick. The structure is broken in half by a large crack running east and west through its
center, dividing it into north and south sections. Only a few cracks mar
the foundation’s northern section, but the southern half is broken into
several pieces and rests 1.2 to 2 inches lower than the northern half.
Bits of brick and mortar cemented to the platform compose the
footprints of the two structures. The W-shaped print is on the northern end and measures 6.5 feet by 3 feet. Within this print, three fourinch-diameter circular holes are sunk into the concrete. On the southern section of the concrete is the three-foot-square print, with eleven
bricks still cemented in place.
Of the seventy red bricks found during the excavation, twenty-eight
were saved for further analysis. These samples include twelve complete
bricks, thirteen half-bricks, and three quarter-bricks, many with graywhite mortar adhering to them. Little direct archaeological evidence
of fire was found in the excavation. The only items suggesting a fire
are two pebbles coated with black soot and a piece of slag made of an
unknown material.
The majority of the artifacts from the burner are remains of offerings
the Chinese used in mortuary rituals. These include clothing hardware,
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bones, American and Chinese alcohol bottles, and a bowl fragment.
The clothing hardware is an assortment of items including a button,
two buckles and two buckle frames, a silver-coated chain link, and a
small safety pin. The most interesting items are eyelets and stays from a
woman’s corset. None of the three Chinese women interred at Mount
Moriah was buried with any ritual. Yet the corset hardware suggests
that an offering of clothing was sacrificed to support one or possibly all
of the women in the afterlife.
Little evidence of food offerings was found on the site. In fact, only
two items, a single bone fragment and the rim shard from a Chinese
celadon bowl, hint at such activity. The bone is a thin sliver that was exposed to intense heat and may have come from a piece of cooked meat.
Little evidence of food should be expected, however, as these offerings generally would not have been burned. In the case of the annual
Ching-Ming festival, food offerings were removed after their spiritual
essence had been consumed by the dead, and they later provided a
feast for the living.42
The burner site does, however, offer ample proof of alcoholic offerings. In fact, American and Chinese alcohol bottle fragments make up
the largest number of artifacts found on the site. All of the American
bottle shards are of glass and represent three brown bottles, a green
bottle, an aqua bottle, and a clear bottle. Manufacture marks and embossing suggest that the bottles were produced early in the twentieth
century. Physical characteristics such as uniform seams and the lack of
air bubbles in the glass indicate that the bottles were machine-made,
a method mastered by this time. Embossing, most of which was manufacture numbers, was found on several bottle fragments.
Any notion that the beer bottles may be trash deposits unrelated to
cultural activities is dispelled by the large number of Chinese alcohol
bottle fragments found on site. The two classes of artifacts are mixed in
42. See the Black Hills Daily Times’s account of the funeral of Yung Set (2 Sep. 1878)
and its generic description of a Chinese funeral written in anticipation of the burial of
Li How (22 Jan. 1896). See also the Times’s coverage of the Ching-Ming festival of 1882
(4 Apr.) and of a similar occasion in 1887 (30 Aug.). Apparently it was originally the
custom at funerals to leave food by the graveside, but the Chinese altered this practice
when they discovered that some of the whites in Deadwood were taking the food for
themselves. See Deadwood Daily Pioneer-Times, 7 Mar. 1901.
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with each other, suggesting they were deposited at the same time and
used for the same purpose. The Chinese bottles are of the same type
found in the first layer of Feature 17.
Several artifacts that were not the result of ritual activity were found
in the excavation. Modern items include an aluminum pull tab from a
soda or beer can, pencil fragments, and a piece of a black garbage bag.
Historic items include cut (square) and wire nails, damaged water or
gas lines made of iron, .22-caliber cartridge casings, and a teardropshaped piece of lead. The one item that predates the burner—indeed,
predates Deadwood itself—was a prehistoric tool made of pink chert.
According to the Deadwood Cemetery Association records, the
burner was supposed to have been shaped like a small beehive. Yet as
the investigation shows, the final form of the object consisted of two
brick and mortar structures set atop a concrete platform. Given the
available data, is it possible to ascertain what functions the two structures served? The archaeology indicates that the square-shaped structure was hollow, and historical photographs show that it had a small
chimney on top. Taken together, the evidence suggests that this structure was a burner where offerings for the deceased were incinerated.
Determining what function the W-shaped structure served is more
difficult, given the limited data. Aside from its print in the concrete,
few artifacts were found with this structure. A notable feature of many
ceremonial burners is a detached altar nearby, suggesting that the Wshaped edifice may have been an altar.43 Extensive research did not uncover any historical sources describing rituals performed at the burner.
Yet the archaeology indicates that the Chinese did indeed conduct their
rites here, including offering food, alcoholic spirits, and clothing for the
departed.
From evidence in both the historical and archaeological record, it is
possible to theorize as to why Feature 17 was created and how the Chinese used the burner in Mount Moriah Cemetery. While no one can
say with any certainty just whose death occasioned the ritual represented in Feature 17, an imaginary scenario based on the evidence can
be constructed. The individual must have been a Chinese man of some
43. Terry Abraham, “Chinese Funerary Burners: A Census,” http://www.uiweb.uidaho
.edu/special-collections/papers/burners.htm (accessed 5 June 2009).
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material wealth. He may have succumbed to one of the many diseases
common before the dawn of modern medicine: dropsy, tuberculosis,
typhoid fever, or any of the host of ailments listed in the record book of
the Deadwood Cemetery Association. Immediately after his death, the
man’s most valuable possessions are gathered for the burning ritual.
Another Chinese man collects the items, taking on the risk of direct exposure to death pollution in exchange for the spiritual support he may
earn by insuring that the deceased will have these belongings in the
afterlife. The man gathers two undershirts, a fine felt vest, an opium
pipe and its accessories, and two metal water pipes.

The test units in this diagram
of the layout of the burner
site at Mount Moriah indicate
where excavations were
conducted.
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Earlier in the day, a small pit was dug and lined with pine bark for
the sole purpose of the ritual. Shortly, the man arrives with the collected items wrapped in the vest belonging to the deceased. Resting
on one knee next to the pit, he unwraps the bundle, setting out each
article. He swiftly breaks many of the items—but not the opium pipe
bowls—and places the damaged items back into the clothing. Having
smashed most of the deceased man’s possessions, he proceeds to the
next portion of the ritual. First, he takes the meat of a young piglet
that has been prepared for ceremony and places it into the pit. Next,
he adds two coins to the clothing bundle to give the deceased prosperity in the afterlife. He then places the bundle into the pit along with
food offerings of watermelon, plums, grapes, an assortment of berries
and cherries, and cuts of chicken, pork, beef, and mutton. Finally, he
arranges the opium bowls in a circular pattern on top of the clothing
and smashes each one with a rock.
We may never know what happened next. Clearly, a fire was set,
since much of the pine bark is burnt, yet somehow it was extinguished
before consuming the offerings. Perhaps the ground was soaked, making it difficult to keep a fire going, or perhaps a sudden rainstorm
smothered the flames. Maybe someone raised an alarm and the fire was
put out. In any case, the fire died before it could consume any of the
items, and the pit was filled in with soil.
To appreciate the function of the burner at Mount Moriah, imagine
a brisk April morning around 1910. A small group of Chinese people
arrives at the cemetery with a wagon full of items that include sacrificial paper money, long red candles, pungent incense sticks, clothing,
alcohol, and food. The alcoholic drinks are a mix of American beers
and traditional Chinese spirits in their unique bottles. Food offerings
include small sugar cakes, an assortment of confections, fruits, cooked
rice, local fish, several cuts of chicken, and a whole roasted pig. Making their way to the burner, the people gleefully chat with one another
about the ritual they are about to perform. Ching-Ming is not a time
for sadness but for joy, a day to feast with the deceased, renewing the
spiritual bond and thanking them for the good luck of the past year.
Upon reaching the burner, the party unloads the wagon and moves
on to the Chinese graves. They clear the burial sites of the weeds and
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loose debris that have gathered over the year, all the while speaking
with the deceased. A large mat is placed on the ground among the
graves, and the food is spread out. One man invokes all of the deceased
with prayer, inviting them to join the ceremony and partake of the
food. Burning red candles and incense sticks generate a musky aroma.
Long strings of firecrackers are lighted and tossed about the cemetery
grounds to scare off evil spirits.
Meanwhile, three men have carried small bundles of ceremonial
money and clothing to the burner. One man crumples a bundle of
money, lights it with a candle, and tosses the burning material into the
burner. As the fire intensifies, more money is added, along with various
articles of clothing. One garment is a corset for a woman of high status,
one of the few women formally buried by the Chinese community, in
the hope that she will support the living.
The group spends the next hour or two celebrating their joyous day
with the deceased. Many feast on the delightful food, but only after
making an offering to the spirits. Several of the men pour a small portion of the alcohol on each grave and imbibe some themselves. Shortly,
the festival comes to an end, and the people gather up candles, spent
incense sticks, and dishes. The glass and ceramic alcohol bottles are
ritualistically smashed and deposited inside the burner.
As the historical and archaeological record of mortuary rituals in
Deadwood reveals, the Chinese sought to maintain their cultural identity in their Black Hills surroundings. These findings are consistent
with those of other archaeological investigations in the western United
States, which demonstrate that Chinese immigrants held fast to the
ideas and beliefs that made them unique. The man interviewed for the
25 August 1886 edition of the Black Hills Daily Times best expressed
these beliefs: “It is our custom to have all our relatives near to each
other, to record them in their own family record, and to go to visit
the relatives’ graves year by year with the children. That is the way we
know about all our early fathers. We were taught that way in the early
time, and that is the way [the Chinese] found their generations from
one above to another from the beginning.”44
44. Black Hills Daily Times, 22 Aug. 1886.
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